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	Cracking the Coding Interview, Fourth Edition: 150 Programming Interview Questions and Solutions, 9781451578270 (145157827X), CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2008

	Now in the 4th edition, Cracking the Coding Interview gives you the interview preparation you need to get the top software developer jobs. This book provides:

	

	* 150 Programming Interview Questions and Solutions: From binary trees to binary search, this list of 150 questions includes the most common and most useful questions in data structures, algorithms, and knowledge based questions.

	* Ten Mistakes Candidates Make -- And How to Avoid Them: Don't lose your dream job by making these common mistakes.  Learn what many candidates do wrong, and how to avoid these issues.

	* Steps to Prepare for Behavioral and Technical Questions: Stop meandering through an endless set of questions, while missing some of the most important preparation techniques.  Follow these steps to more thoroughly prepare in less time.

	* Interview War Stories: A View from the Interviewer's Side: Humorous but instructive stories from our interviewers show you how some candidates really flopped on the most important question - and how you can avoid doing the same.
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Atlantic Passages: Race, Mobility, and Liberian ColonizationUniversity Press of Florida, 2021

	
		Established by the American Colonization Society in the early nineteenth century as a settlement for free people of color, the West African colony of Liberia is usually seen as an endpoint in the journeys of those who traveled there. In Atlantic Passages, Robert Murray reveals that many Liberian settlers did not remain in...



		

A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians (Wiley Series in Probability and Statistics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A comprehensive, must-have handbook of matrix methods with a unique emphasis on statistical applications
This timely book, A Matrix Handbook for Statisticians, provides a comprehensive, encyclopedic treatment of matrices as they relate to both statistical concepts and methodologies. Written by an experienced authority on matrices and...


		

Administering Windows Vista Security: The Big SurprisesSybex, 2006
An Inside Look at Windows Vista Security for Systems Administrators
    

    Get an early start on Windows Vista security and the technology shifts you'll need to know as a systems administrator. From leading Windows expert Mark Minasi comes this "just-in-time" book to get you there. This targeted, hands-on...





	

eBay For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	The unparalleled guide to successfully buying and selling on eBay, fully revised and updated eBay is the world's #1 shopping and selling site, where millions find bargains and make money with their own sales. Marsha Collier is the #1 eBay expert and bestselling author, with more than a million copies of her books in print. And eBay For...


		

Infrastructure Monitoring with Amazon CloudWatch: Effectively monitor your AWS infrastructure to optimize resource allocation, detect anomalies, and set automated actionsPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Explore real-world examples of issues with systems and find ways to resolve them using Amazon CloudWatch as a monitoring service

	
		Key Features

		
			Become well-versed with monitoring fundamentals such as understanding the building blocks and architecture of networking
	
			Learn how...




		

It's Your Biz: The Complete Guide to Becoming Your Own BossAMACOM, 2011


	I have often credited ignorance with the starting and building of my

	business in 1977. I believe that if I had known what I was getting

	into, I would never have done it in the first place. But that is not a

	prescription for success, only for taking the risk. I probably could

	have gotten a lot further, and a lot faster, if this...
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